
Intel Report -

Name - Lost Bokken

Base - The Lost Bokken base rests on the bottom of the ocean in caverns and tunnels built
over the last Sixty years. They have a few larger caverns with airlocked doors that act as
emergency launching facilities as there are a few larger shafts that allow ships to land and
launch from the base. The location allows the Bokken to remain hidden from a casual scan of
the planet from orbit. Once you get into the underground areas of the base, it is spread over
many miles of seafloor and usually any of the above ground structures are camouflage and look
like rock outcroppings. This plays into the history of the group and the reasons they came to be
here. It is easily hidden and easily defended from assaults.

Basic History of the Lost Bokken-
Near the end of the Clone Wars, the Jedi Order decided to take their most vulnerable
younglings and move them from the various academies and temples to be taken to a more
secure location. Jedi Master Chak Tul was placed in charge of the group by the Jedi Council
and given charge of around two hundred younglings and Padawans and two other Jedi Knights.
While they were enroute, the ship was attacked by a taskforce of ships from the Confederacy
and heavily damaged. It limped away and crashed on Pirun, sinking to the seafloor. Most of the
Adults were killed in the attack, Chak Tul among them, and the oldest of them was a fresh
Padawan who had lost his master in the Battle for Jabbiim. With the ship sitting on the bottom
and the power failing, the younglings did what they could to survive. They fixed some minor
systems, did minor hull repairs, and kept the life support working. Most of the repairs were
adequate to keep them alive but they soon had to start tunneling into the seafloor for supplies.

After a few months, the younglings began to further build up their underground base, planning
for both defense and to survive. They tried to keep up their Jedi training, but out of fear they
began to change. They never became full on darksiders but they did move more towards the
middle of the Force. You might say that they brought their own balance to the Force in a way
that both the Jedi and the Sith never could.

Along with their new direction, they began to repair the small shuttle that had taken damage in
the battle. The younglings began to form a new society, based loosely on the Jedi Order but
expanded in focus. They decided to form their own council and loosened some of the more strict
rules that the Jedi lived by. Relationships were one of the rules that was relaxed. They founded
a small guild system based on what they needed to have done. There was a protective guild
that they called the Guardians. The engineering guild was called the Builders. The names were
not really imaginative but did make it easier to figure out their jobs.

After several years on the seafloor, the older Padawans began to venture out into the system in
the repaired shuttle. They would bring back new information and supplies. They learned that the
Republic had fallen and the Jedi had been wiped out. It was decided by the Council that they



would remain hidden and wait out the Dark Times. They would only venture out when it was
necessary and they would prepare to defend their new home against an invasion by Imperial
Forces if it ever came.

Their philosophy evolved to be more gray than light or dark. Everything they do is to ensure the
survival of their settlement and they would be happy to just live there forever with no outside
interference. The reason that they make their way out of there is to procure supplies. They also
found that they could use their powers and skills to do jobs for people. They are really good at
finding people and locating missing things. They don’t take jobs that they don’t agree with but
they are like the A Team. If no one else can help, contact them and see if they can help.


